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Man Must be Healthy Again to Enter the Kingdom of God’s Will 

Gospel Reading for December 3, 2016 
Saint Matthew 9:35-38. - 10:1.6-8 

Jesus went around to all the towns and villages, teaching in their synagogues, 
proclaiming the gospel of the Kingdom, and curing every disease and illness.  At 

the sight of the crowds, his heart was moved with pity for them because they 
were troubled and abandoned, like sheep without a shepherd.  Then he said to his 
disciples, "The harvest is abundant but the laborers are few; so ask the Master of 

the harvest to send out laborers for his harvest." 
Then he summoned his twelve disciples and gave them authority over unclean 

spirits to drive them out and to cure every disease and every illness.  Go rather to 
the lost sheep of the house of Israel.  

As you go, make this proclamation: 'The Kingdom of Heaven is at hand.'"  Cure 
the sick, raise the dead, cleanse lepers, drive out demons. Without cost you have 

received; without cost you are to give." 
 

III. The Mysteries of Jesus’ Public Life (CCC) 
“The Keys of the Kingdom”  

551 From the beginning of his public life Jesus chose certain men, twelve in 
number, to be with him and to participate in his mission.280 He gives the Twelve 
a share in his authority and “sent them out to preach the kingdom of God and to 

heal.”281 They remain associated for ever with Christ’s kingdom, for through 
them he directs the Church: As my Father appointed a kingdom for me, so do I 

appoint for you that you may eat and drink at my table in my kingdom, and sit on 
thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel.282 

 
From the Book of Heaven 

V24 – 4.4.28 – “…since Adam had withdrawn from Our Divine Will to content his 
humanity, and with this he disordered himself completely, he lost his state of 
origin; and I had to follow the same path:  descend into a Humanity so as to reorder 
him anew; and everything I did in It was to serve as remedy, medicine, example, 
mirror, light, to be able to put decayed humanity in order.   

“Now, having done all that was necessary, and still more, so much so that I 
had nothing else to do—I did everything, and I did it as God, with surprising means 
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and with invincible love in order to reorder this decayed humanity; and man 
cannot say:  ‘Jesus has not done this to cure us, reorder us and place us in safety’—
everything I did in My Humanity was nothing but the preparation and the cures I 
prescribed so that the human family might recover, to return once again into the 
order of my Divine Will. 

“So, after about two thousand years of cure, it is just and decorous for Us and 
for man that he no longer be sick, but that he be healthy again so as to enter into 
the Kingdom of Our Will.  And this is why the knowledges about It were needed—
so that Our Creative Word, that speaks and creates, speaks and communicates, 
speaks and transforms, speaks and wins, might speak and make new horizons, new 
suns rise for as many knowledges as It manifests, in such a way as to form so many 
sweet enchantments that, amazed, the creature will be conquered and invested by 
the light of My Eternal Will.  In fact, nothing else is needed for Its Kingdom to come 
but the two wills kissing each other, one dissolving within the other—My Will, to 
give, and the human will, to receive.   

“Therefore, just as My Word was enough to create the universe, so will it be 
enough to form the Kingdom of My Fiat.  But it is necessary that the words I have 
spoken, the knowledges I have manifested, be known, to be able to communicate 
the good that My Creative Word contains.  This is why I insist so much that the 
knowledges about My Will, the purpose for which I manifested them, be known—
to be able to realize the Kingdom that I so yearn to give to creatures.  And I will 
overwhelm Heaven and earth to obtain the intent.” 

 
FIAT! 


